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MOX F Free
Sound C ontent
In cooperation with third-party software vendors

It includes 128 new User Voices that were selected from the most

Yamaha offers extensive free and optional sound

popular European soundsets. All Voices are based on the internal

content to download for all MOXF users.

Preset Waveforms.
It is NOT required to have an optional Flash Memory Expansion

MOXF Inspiration In A Flash
The free Flash Memory content package „Inspiration In A Flash“
provides an excellent basis for a sample library that is stored „nonvolatile“ in Flash Memory. The library contains three User Voice
banks, 363 User Waveforms, 500 MB Samples, and User Drum

Module installed to load the Voices of the MOXF European Voice
Collection.
To request the free content for MOXF, simply write an e-mail with the
subject „MOXF Free Content“ to
moxfgoodies@easysounds.de

Kits. It focuses on the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds,

In response to your e-mail you will receive an e-mail from EASY

pads, synths, oriental instruments, and drum sounds.

SOUNDS containing the link and password for the download.

A Flash Memory Expansion Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required to

Further optional soundsets for the Yamaha MOXF are available

load this sound library.

here:
www.easysounds.de

MOXF European Voice
Collection
The MOXF European Voice Collection was produced by EASY
SOUNDS and published by Yamaha Music Europe as a promotional
download.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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EAS Y SOU N D S
S ound li br ary
„Energy“
The certainly craziest soundset for the MOTIF series is

synths, basses and drum beats in variable tempos are the essential

now published by EASY SOUNDS. „Energy“ is available

features of this soundlibrary.

for MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS and MOXF.

One highlight are the Mega Complextro Voices that are unique for

The soundlibrary was programmed by the famous sound designer

hardware workstations. Complextro means turbulent basslines and

team Peter Krischker & Matthias Sauer in months of detailed work
after extensive market research.

wobble basses with rapid sound changes. The aim of these Voices
is to create sequences by using the corresponding User Arpeggios
and combine them for quick sound changes and wobble basses in

Current stylistics of electronica like Dubstep, Electro House and

different LFO speed that are typical for Complextro. In each of the

Complextro massively affect pop music nowadays. With „Energy“

eight Velocity Zones of the Voice Elements all ten octaves are each

the most important elements of this new electronic pop music are

assigned to different sounds, so that one single Voice combines a

now available for the MOTIF/MOXF. Rapid arpeggios, wobbling

total of 80 (!) different sounds!

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Mapping of the Mega Complextro Voices

In contrast to the previous two soundsets „Nature of Chill“ and
„Dance Pro“ Samples are used in „Energy“ again. This was absolutely
necessary in order to realise the extremely trendy content. This would
not have been possible solely on the basis of the Preset Waveforms.
The 256 User Arpeggios of the categories bass, synths, drums and
FX are an excellent help for arranging music.

a refreshingly individual approach in the dazzling world of new
electronic music.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

• 8 Drum Voices (USER DR)
• 24 Performances (USER 1)
• 125 MB Samples

• 256 User Arpeggios
More information about „Energy“ and an extensive selection of MP3
demos and videos can be found here:

can be used

to create quiet and atmospheric soundtracks as well as punchy,
creative dance tracks.

• 128 Voices (USER 1)

• 128 User Waveforms

The 24 Arpeggio Performances invite you to jam along and offer

Whether Voice or Performance - this soundlibrary

The content of „Energy“:

http://www.easysounds.de/
http://www.youtube.com/user/motifnews/videos
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Tw isted T ools S el ection
More inspira tion for
M OTI F X F & MOXF
Modern

Yamaha

synthesizers

contains

don‘t necessarily have to present the result to

already offer a perfect base to

44 User Voices based on 42 User Waveforms

your tradition-conscious relatives, though it

virtually limitless sound creation

(377 Keybanks!). Most of them are one-shot

might be a welcomed variety to the otherwise

with their rich Waveform-ROM.

Samples but some Loops are also included.

rather „common holiday“.

In October of this year Yamaha‘s
synthesizer
expanded

product
to

line

include

was

another

„family member“ with the upgrade
of the MOX to the MOFX. In
addition to the MOTIF XS/XF, the
MOXF can also load optional User
Waveforms.
Faithful Yamaha users in particular know that
Yamaha regularily provides free promotional
soundsets for fresh inspiration through new
content. In collaboration with the California
sound developers of Twisted Tools the „Twisted
Tools Selection“ has emerged. The small but
beautiful sound forge has itself specialised
in developing innovative sound tools and
sample libraries. Their customers range from
top sound designers, who work for the world‘s
leading game developers and others, to
musicians, who are focused on the production

The

„Twisted

Tools

Selection“

The first three Voices of the User Bank 2 each
contain 50 Keybanks that provide an impressive
overview of the versatility of the Samples. To
hear all Keybanks individually the Arpeggiator
must be disabled. Other Voices include
individual Samples and Loops, 24 Voices can
be used as Drum Kits. In addition, 24 User
Drum Kits have been programmed, some of
which are based on the keyboard layout of

area of the MOXF via the following link:
http://download.yamaha.com/
search/product/?site=de.yamaha.
com&language=de&category_
id1=16277&category_
id2=16381&category_id3=&product_
id=1816955

classic Drum Kits. These can thereby be easily

And please consider the other free goodies on

integrated in existing arrangements with only

page 28, too.

some small adjustments. The soundset can be
loaded into the MOTIF XF‘s Sample-RAM, on
the MOXF the installation of the Waveforms
onto a Flash Board is required.
In my opinion the „Twisted Tools Selection“ is
very well suited for almost every ambitious
synthesizer fan. How often do you find yourself
searching - certainly not only for experimental
productions - for an interesting sound effect
to provide that special touch? Here this „wellstocked toolbox“ comes just right. And it‘s a

of electronic music. Their focus is on unique,

gift - in time for Christmas! Maybe it inspires

experimental sounds which are very well suited

you for a session under the umbrella term

for film scoring for example.

„Christmas Carols - with a difference“. You

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

You will find the soundset in the download

With best wishes for a creative Christmas
I remain
Your Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)
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MOTIF X S/XF :
Live Instru m ents
Version w it h out
Sa mp l es
Wor ks hop S eries for Y a m a ha MO TIF U sers

The Yamaha MOTIF especially thrills band keyboardists and

However, if you can‘t or don‘t want to load further Samples into your

other musicians who need the standard sounds of the vast

MOTIF: There is a version of „Live Instruments“ available that only uses the

genre pop/rock/jazz. The soundset „Live Instruments“ by

ROM-Waveforms of the MOTIF. As a bonus, there are 256 User Arpeggio

EASY SOUNDS provides the synthesizer workstation with a

Patterns that have been adopted from other soundsets. This Sample-free

collection of Voices and Performances that are suitable for
every live gig. It shows that good sounds can work without

version, which is also compatible with the Yamaha S90 XS, MOX, and the
MOTIF-RACK XS, was used for the live recording on YouTube.

additional User Waveforms.
Actually, „Live Instruments“ explains itself: You select a Voice like piano,
organ, or solo synth and start to play. The first two Voices alone reveal
to the experienced keyboard player where these Voices can lead you:
„Rock & Pop Piano 1“ is reminiscent of Roland‘s digital pianos with SA
synthesis, first introduced in 1986, and is doing very good for those pop
hits from the 80ies like „Listen To Your Heart“ by Roxette. Less snappy
and wiry is the more natural sound of „Rock & Pop Piano 2“, which is
ideal for example for the Toto classic „Hold The Line“. The original uses
the semi-acoustic grand piano Yamaha CP-80, an instrument that was
a must in any high-profile show and studio at the end of the 70ies as a
concert grand piano substitute.

Whether Slider or Knob: The sounds of „Live Instruments“
can be changed dynamically

The sounds of „Live Instruments“, however, are not bound to certain
songs, but open to different titles and playing styles. If you do not
want to be left completely in the dark, but wish for a few little tips for

Discover controllers and

using this soundset, you definitely should read on and listen to the

act dynamically

examples on YouTube that were recorded live with a Yamaha MOTIF
XS7. The soundset was produced by Peter Krischker and consists of

Be honest: When was the last time you used the two Knobs „Assign 1“

64 Voices, 24 Drum Kits and 45 Performances, some of which are

and „Assign 2“? In „Live Instruments“ it‘s worth to go on a discovery

based on 128 User Waveforms that claim 128 MB of Sample memory.

journey and change parameter values in real time.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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In the Voice „USR1: 002 Rock & Pop Piano 2“ Assign 1 is used to fade-in
an „Analog Brass“ sound from the Yamaha CS-80, which allows you to
bring your solo piano parts up to the front in the band arrangement. The
„clack“ sound of „USR1: 009 Clack EP“ is under control of Assign 2. Want
a distorted DX Rhodes? Easy as cake: Use Assign 2 on Voice „USR1: 012 DX
Raw Tines AF1 & 2“ to turn up a rich overdrive effect. It‘s far more
common to change the chorus effect, like in the Voice „USR1: 014 DX
Classic Tines AF1“ by using Assign 2.
The speed of the phaser effect of the Voice „USR1: 032 String Ensemble“
can be changed intuitively by Assign 1. You can make your synth solo
more vivid if you surprisingly fade-in and out the delay effect. Try it with

knob (CUTOFF). Hold a brass chord, turn the Filter Cutoff knob and let

the Voice „USR1: 056 Phat Leadz AF1&2“. If you want to know which

the brass swell dynamically. By the way: As shown in the video, not only

parameter is assigned to the controllers in the Voice mode (Common
Edit!): Press the Edit button and then F4 (= Ctrl Set). Of course, this
„Controller Set Assignment“ page is not only designed to examine the
current assignments, but to make your own parameter assignments, too.

imitations of acoustic sounds can be played expressively, but also Synth
Voices become more lively, if you bring in different articulations in your
soloing.

On the way to LA
„Live Instruments“ offers a versatile range of synthesizer sounds. In
addition to classic analogue and FM sounds that were presented in
previous episodes of this series another synthesis engine comes in
appearance: The LA synthesis, known from the classic Roland D-50, who
made a splash in 1987. This synth uses very short ROM-Samples for the
Attack phase combined with sounds of an analogue synthesizer, which

Always try and use while playing: The two buttons AF1 and

ensures a stable Sustain phase. The „Linear Arithmetic synthesis“ achieved

AF2 allow using different articulations and sound variations

imitations of acoustic sounds with very minimal memory consumption.

with the push of a button

Today this method is technically outdated - Sample memory costs almost

Many sounds only sound „live“ if they are played vividly. This is especially
true for wind instruments. Please select the Voice „USR1: 033 Live
Brass AF1 & 2“. Thanks to the ASSIGNABLE FUNCTION buttons you
can quickly switch between articulations. Tip: Play, for example, some
rapid 16th brass licks, but press the button AF2 first: The Attack phase is
slightly enhanced, while the Sustain phase is eliminated - which results

nothing. However, from a artistic point of view, these unique „LA“ sounds
are still very lovely, especially since the Roland D-50 has become famous
for its great factory patches. Almost all the major pop productions from
the end of the 80ies (eg Michael Jackson‘s „Bad“ album) feature a D-50,
it was popular with live keyboard players for many years.
„USR1: 043 Dee Fifty Heaven 1“ resembles one of the most famous D-50
patches. The original answers to the name „Staccato Heaven“ and, as

in a better articulation for fast brass lines. The typical glissandi at the

you will note on first touch, can be very well reproduced with the MOTIF.

end of notes or chords can be accessed via the AF1 button. Instead of a

The Voice is based on Element 1 and 2 with the „Bell Choir“ Waveform.

stable Sustain phase, you will hear a rapid Decay while the pitch is pulled

Typical of many D-50 patches are the spectrum Waveforms, here on

down by one octave. For the popular „brass swells“ please use the first

Element 4. They give an airy, crisp touch to the basic sound. For a simple
pad sound you can waive these spectrum Waveforms, such as Voice
„USR1: 045 Heaven Pad“ demonstrates.
Another classic D-50 sound can be found on „USR1: 046 Fantasy Bell“.
This Voice nicely imitates the factory patch „Fantasia“. As with the other
two D-50 copies this sound is based on the Waveform „Bell Choir“. The
crucial trick is to add a bell component and transpose this Element by
17 semitones up. Take a look at it in the Edit mode: The basic sound is
set to „Coarse +12semi“, Element 3 (DigiOsc2) is transposed to „Coarse

Live Instrument is fun to play with all MOTIF‘s variants, because
the set sounds great even without additional User Waveforms

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

+29semi“. This transposition ratio is very helpful for the imitation of
„D-50 Bells“.
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Inspiring Perfor mances
Live Instruments offers some nice ideas to jam along. If you want to

Five tips to tr ack se arch

„USR1: 008 Warszawa Street“, or „USR1: 014 Cafe Brazil“. But there

Do you want to discover sounds without having to
press the Edit button? Here are five suggestions
for practical all synthesizer workstations:

are also practical User Performances which offer a drum groove and

> Tip 1: Play the keys very dynamically, not in a „pianistic“

have a kind of „auto-accompaniment“, try the following Performances:
„USR2: 001 Jupiter Xperience“, „USR1: 004 Groove Buster“,

keyboard sounds for jamming with some more freedom: „USR1: 006
Funk Trio AF1&2“, or „USR1: 012 80ies R&B AF1&2“. A personal favorite
is the Performance „USR1: 005 Salinos“ which can be heard played live
in the video.

way, but in a way that‘s matching instruments and sounds (to
explore velocity properties or timbral changes)
> Tip 2: Keep keys pressed long enough (pad sounds
sometimes develop over a longer period)
> Tip 3: Test the controllers: aftertouch, mod wheel, pitch
bend, knobs, ribbon control, and other physical controllers
> Tip 4: Sequentially mute single sound parts (Elements) and
turn off (bypass) the effects section (master/insert)
> Tip 5: Turn the arpeggiator or similar arranger tools on/off

Playable pianos, winds, and synth sounds for band
keyboardists unite in the sample-free collection
„Live Instruments“ for Yamaha MOTIF

So far for the round-up to „Live Instruments“, which demonstrates that
even seemingly simple live keyboard sounds still have exciting features.
This sample-free extension enhances your Yamaha MOTIF with playable
standard sounds for predominantly classic rock and pop tracks. Have fun
while performing!
Matthias Sauer
www.app-sound.com
LINKS
Video: www.youtube.com/user/motifnews
Sound-Produkt: www.easysounds.de

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Winter s a l e
Just in time for Christmas Yamaha
reduces the prices for certain Apps
and In-App purchases in a winter
sale campaign.

- Synth Arp & Drum Pad
EUR 3.59
(standard price: EUR 6.99

It is worthwhile to visit the App Store and
take a look at the versatile Yamaha Apps.
The iTunes Gift Vouchers can be used for
apps.

Yamaha offers a wide range of Apps for

- Faders & XY Pad

For the free Songbeat App (for Yamaha

different situations. Among these are music

- Keyboard Arp & Drum Pad

In-App purchases are available at reduced

sequencers, synthesizers, editor programs,
cloud-recorders and some more. For a

- Multi Editor Essential

limited time starting on December, 19th

- Performance Editor Essential

2013 and ending on January, 6th 2014,

- Voice Editor Essential

the following Apps are offered at reduced
prices. The current prices and the standard
prices (which will be valid from January, 7th
2014 again) can be found in the list, too.

- TNR-e, TNR-i
EUR 8.99
(standard price: EUR 17.99)

- Mobile Music Sequencer

- Set List Organizer
EUR 1.79
(standard price: EUR 3.59)

- Metronome
- Cloud Audio Recorder
- Cloud Audio Recorder
for MOTIX XF

EUR 6.99

EUR 0.89

(standard price: EUR 14.49)

(standard price: EUR 1.79)

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

DTX Drums) the Songs that are offered as
prices. The price has been reduced from
EUR 2.69 to EUR 0,89. This promotion ends
on January, 31st 2014. A good opportunity
to use the time over the holidays with
practising new Song material.
We wish you lots of fun.
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Ya ma ha M O X F
Flas h Mem ory G uide
One of the most important extensions of the MOXF6/

In the MOXF Samples are always integrated in Waveforms.

MOXF8 is the ability to install the optional Flash Memory

A Waveform is a group of Keybanks. A Waveform contains at least

Expansion Module. This feature was added due to the

one and a maximum of 128 Keybanks. A Keybank is a keyboard

many requests of users. In this issue we‘ll provide
general information, ranging from the installation of
the module to the handling of files. In addition, we‘ll
compare the workflow of the MOXF series and the
MOTIF XF series.
With the optional Flash Memory Expansion Module (FL512M/

and velocity zone to which a Sample is assigned. This creates what is
known as a Multisample in common parlance.
Subsequently, only the terms Sample and Waveform will be used.

Installing a Flash Memory
Expansion Module
The installation of the module is very simple. The bay is located on the

FL1024M) User Waveforms and Samples can be stored in a „non-

bottom of the instrument. The cover is secured by four screws that are

volatile“ way, meaning that they remain in the memory even if the

to be loosened. Then the board can be installed in accordance with

instruments is powered off and are available at any time.

the diagram below.

The Flash Module FL512M provides a memory of 512 MB, while
the FL1024M holds a memory of 1 GB. The MOXF has one slot for
installing one Flash Memory Expansion Module.

Samples and Waveforms
Before we take a first look at the management of Sample and
Waveform data here is a short explanation of the terms in this context.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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It is strongly recommended to have yourself grounded when installing

The loading process is immediately started with the key SF1 (EXEC),

optional boards to prevent damage to sensitive electronic components

without any confirmation. Data contained in the user memory of the

from electrostatic discharge!!

MOXF will be overwritten. Contents of the Flash Memory Module
will not be overwritten, but instead the newly loaded Waveforms

After installation, the Flash Memory Expansion Module must be

are added, starting from the last occupied Waveform Number. The

formatted. When first switched on after installation the following

Loading of User Waveforms and Samples into the Flash Memory

message will appear on the display of the MOXF: „Unrecognized

takes some time due to technical reasons. In contrast to volatile

Flash Memory Module.“ and „Please format that.“

RAM memory modules the data is permanently „installed“ into the
Flash Memory. So they are - just like the Preset Waveforms in the

The device must not be switched off before formatting is complete!

ROM - immediately available after switching on the MOXF without
additional loading time.

First steps
The functions for managing the Flash Memory can be found using FILE F6 Flash. The first time the menu item „FORMAT“ is pre-selected. Pressing
the ENTER button will start the formatting after confirmation. All data on
the Flash Module will be deleted by formatting.

The loading time for Samples into the Flash Memory can be
calculated with an average of about 2.4 sec for 1 MB. A soundset
with 128 MB requires about 5 minutes of loading time, 512 MB
Samples take about 20 minutes.
Use the sub-function buttons SF1 to SF3 to call functions for the Flash
Board. SF2 displays a list view of all installed Waveforms. Here it is
possible to delete Waveforms from the Flash Memory. In addition,
each Waveform from the list view is playable on the keyboard for an
auditioning function (the MOXF has to be in the Voice mode).

FILE mode for managing the Flash Memory

The general file handling with a USB stick is done just like on the MOX,
using the function keys F1 to F5. Use LOAD to load complete sound
libraries, including User Waveforms and Samples by selecting the type
Listenansicht der Waveforms, auch für Audition

„All“. Files in native MOXF (.X6A) or MOX format (.X4A) and MOTIF XF
files (.X3A) are accepted. When loading a MOXF file, the boxes „with
Waveform“ and „with Sample“ must be activated.

All User Waveforms and Samples currently installed in the Flash
Memory can be saved as an „ALL“ file along with all other user data,
or separately as an „ALL WAVEFORM“ file. This is done using the
F2 - SAVE.

Important information for
MOTIF XF users
FILE Load with options

When loading MOTIF XF files only the box „with Waveform“ appears. The

If you have worked with the MOTIF XF prior to the MOXF, you will
soon be familiar with the functions of the Flash Memory. However,
you need to somehow rethink about the loading options for the files.

Samples it contains are automatically loaded.
In the file mode of the MOTIF XF you „deselect“ certain components
(bottom right of the corresponding display).
With the default setting „FL1“ or „FL2“ Waveforms and Samples are
loaded.
Using the options „FL1 without sample“ or „FL2 without sample“,
FILE Load with options

only the Waveforms but no Samples are loaded.

The also visible loading option „with System“ does not refer to Waveforms

Using the „None“ option no Waveforms and no Samples are loaded.

and Samples, but determines whether the system settings of the Utility

On the MOXF this functionality is reversed. The options are not used

mode are to be loaded or not.

to „deselect“ but to add components. The boxes „with Waveform“

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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and „with Sample“ are enabled by default. This means that User

As „sound food“ for the Flash Memory a huge potential of free and

Waveforms and Samples contained in the files will be loaded along

optional sounds and Samples will be available in the near future.

with the other data.
If neither option (box) is enabled, no Waveforms and no Samples

How to load into the Flash

are loaded, which corresponds to the setting „none“ on the

Memory

MOTIF XF.
The options „with Waveform“ and „with Sample“ can also be
activated independently of each other. However, this is only useful in
rare special cases. In the normal case both options should always

The easiest way to install User Waveforms and Samples into the Flash
Memory is to load an existing „All“ file in MOXF format (.X6A) or in
MOTIF XF format (.X3A).

be enabled or disabled.

The procedure has already been described in the section „First steps“.

Thus the following load options on the MOTIF XF find their

A disadvantage of loading „ALL“ files in the MOXF may be that in doing

counterparts on the MOXF as follows:

so the existing Performances, Songs, Patterns, and Masters will be

MOTIF XF > FL1/FL2 = MOXF > with Waveform + with Sample
MOTIF XF > FL1/FL2 without sample = MOXF > with Waveform
MOTIF XF > None = MOXF > no option selected

overwritten. If this is not desired, the Voice Banks, including their User
Waveforms and Samples, can also be loaded individually. This method
is also suitable to compile Voice Banks from different libraries into one
single file.

In practice this means: To load complete soundsets with User Waveforms
and Samples (All file) both boxes „with Waveform“ and „with Sample“
must be activated. After the Waveforms and Samples are stored in the
Flash Memory, soundsets can later be loaded without having the boxes
checked, which is the „none“ option on the MOTIF XF. This prevents the
creation of Waveform duplicates.

S te p s to load in div idual Vo ice Ban k s :
• In FILE mode set Type to „1BankVoice“
• Select the file from the right list view
• If necessary enable the options „with Waveform“ & „with
Sample“

The possibilities of the
Flash Memory
For the first time the Flash Memory (or in its long form: the Flash Memory
Expansion Module) of the MOXF offers the possibility of building a
comprehensive individual „Wave ROM“. In addition to the Preset Wave

• Press [ENTER] to go to the list of your source Bank
• Bank = select source Bank USER 1, USER 2, or USER 3 and
confirm with [ENTER]
• Use the arrow button [<] to select the target Bank

ROM of 741 MB (3,977 Waveforms) the installation of the optional Flash

• Use the [SF1] button („EXEC“) to start the loading procedure

Memory Expansion Module FL1024M features up to 1 Gigabyte for User

• !!The loading procedure is started immediately without

Waveforms and Samples.
Putting together an individual Flash Memory content is easier than you

confirmation!!
• Initially the message „Now loading ...“ and then „Now

might expect. The User Waveforms and Samples are automatically

installing to the Flash Expansion Memory Module“ will appear

loaded along with the appropriate Voices from existing soundsets.

on the display to inform you about the current status

By sequentially loading complete soundsets, individual User Voice Banks,
or single Voices, you automatically create a Waveform Library in the
Flash Memory. Waveform duplicates are detected automatically. This
prevents that User Waveforms are loaded more than once and have to
be deleted manually.
With the MOXF it is possible to set up your own best-of compilation (that
is always available) from a variety of different files and sound libraries
in the shortest time. All Waveforms contained in the loaded Voices are
gradually added to the list of User Waveforms in the Flash Memory. These
Waveforms form an extended „Wave ROM“ and can be used flexibly for
modified or all new Voices.
With the User Voice Banks 1-3 a total of 384 Voices are available that
can access the User Waveforms. More Voices can be managed in the
editor and loaded into the MOXF when needed. Since the Waveforms
are securely stored, no corrections to the assignments in the Voices are
required.

After the first Bank is loaded, another can be added from the same or
a different file by following the same steps. Of course, a different target
Bank should be selected.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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S te p s to loa d sin gle Vo ice s :
• In FILE mode set Type to „Voice“
• Select the file from the right list view
• If necessary enable the options „with Waveform“ & „with
Sample“
• Press [ENTER] to go to the list of your source Bank
• Bank = select source Bank USER 1, USER 2, or USER 3 and
confirm with [ENTER]
• Select the Voice from the list view using the data wheel or the
[YES / NO] buttons
• Use the arrow button [<] to select the target Bank and target
Voice
• Use the [SF1] button („EXEC“) to start the loading procedure
• !!The loading procedure is started immediately without
confirmation!!
• Initially the message „Now loading ...“ and then „Now installing
to the Flash Expansion Memory Module“ will appear on the
display to inform you about the current status

In the next issue we will continue here and give recommendations on how
to compile your very own custom library from different soundsets. This is
very likely of interest for both live and studio musicians.
We hope you‘ll be back and remain with „flashed“ regards
Hans-Peter Henkel & Peter Krischker

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Yam a ha Synt h G uide
Part 9 :
T he S ong Mode

This Synth Guide is a workshop series which introduces

explained how to create a Song from a Pattern Chain. It might help

you

you to re-read this part.

to

the

basic

concepts

of

synthesizers

and

workstations with special reference to the Yamaha
MOTIF series.
A special feature of the MOTIF series is the continuity in its sound
architecture and operation. So if you have once understood the

In the course we will be building on that concept. To get started,
here‘s a short summary of that said paragraph: A Song can contain
up to 16 Tracks. These are available in parallel, just like in current

device‘s concept you can apply this knowledge on the following

sequencer programs (DAW) or earlier multi-track tape machines.

models.

Whether these Tracks are created from a Pattern Chain, if they are

The following devices are primarily considered:
• MOTIF XF
• MOTIF XS
• MOX

recorded live Track by Track live or imported from a finished Song in
Standard MIDI file format does not alter this structure. The maximum
capacity of the sequencer area (Patterns and Songs in total) is
limited. The maximum number of notes depends on the model.

• MOTIF-RACK XS

MOX / MOXF: 226,000 notes

• S90 XS

MOTIF XS / XF: 130,000 notes

However, owners of older models such as the MOTIF „Classic“ or
the MOTIF ES can also benefit from this workshop series, since, as
stated above, the basic sound architecture is unchanged throughout
the complete MOTIF series (including S- and MO-series).
This episode is dedicated to the Performance mode, both in terms of
its various applications and its deviations on the different instruments.

It must be considered, however, that events such as aftertouch, pitch
bend, and modulation wheel can significantly reduce the capacity
when they are used intensively. In their delivery status - which can
be reproduced any time by a factory reset - the instruments contain
Demo Songs that not only are suitable as a demonstration of the
instrument, but also illustrate the possibilities of the Song mode.

Play a song for me...

The S70/90 XS does not feature a sequencer or Song mode in

In part 3 of this Yamaha Synth Guide we already introduced you to

the conventional sense. We will come back to its possibilities in a

the concepts of Songs and Patterns. Based on a small example it was

separate section.
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Quiet please: We‘re recording!
Suppose you want to capture a musical idea which requires a couple
of Tracks, but does not fit into a Pattern scheme. And you want it
as quickly as possible, without long preparations. For this purpose,
the Song mode is ideal. After its activation and, if necessary, the
selection of a free Song, hit the Record button. Here you will find all
the important settings at a glance.
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already be quantised in the recording process. Each recorded note
will be adjusted to the selected grid.
Here‘s a tip! The option to include Arpeggios in the Song mode is
very interesting. After pressing the Record button you can alter the
Arpeggio settings using [F2]. Suppose you want to quickly create a
professional-sounding drum track. From the Song Record mode you
should first activate „Voice with ARP“ in the Arpeggio menu page. This
ensures that a Drum Kit is loaded which is matching the Arpeggio.
Then select the drum groove you want to use in your Song from
the ARP category „DrPc“. Change the settings „Switch“ and „Hold“
to „on“, activate the Arpeggio button on the instrument‘s control
panel and start recording. You only have to play a note and the
groove starts to play until you stop recording. Let the main groove
go through to the end of your Song.
The drum Arpeggios are known to contain some nice fill-ins. The
record mode „Punch In / Out“ for example is well suited for the
integration of fills. With the selection of the Arpeggios you should
determine whether the fill is played over one or two bars. Then set
the markers for the Punch accordingly and start recording. You can
start to play before the punch-in marker starts the actual recording.

There are important specifications that affect the entire Song, such
as Time Signature, Tempo, Record Type, etc. You also have the
opportunity to directly select a Voice for the Track in question. This is
transferred to the Mixing when the Song is saved. By this you don‘t
have to toggle between Mixing and Song Recording and ruin your
inspiration flow. After you made your settings you can immediately
start recording your ideas. Activate the [TRACK] button and use the
number buttons to select the Tracks/Parts you want to prepare or
record on.

By doing so you can check if you have started the fill synchronously
with the already recorded groove. If not, you have the option to
cancel the recording and try again. Otherwise, keep your Arpeggio
drum fill playing until the punch-out marker is reached and then
stop the recording. Even longer parts of a Song can be provided with
alternative drum ARPs. This way you can gradually work out a drum
track that sounds very varied and realistic.
Of course this procedure is not limited to drums. Also, consider the
ability to post-process the generated Tracks later in your DAW based
on their MIDI data.

Post recording
Deviating from the known Pattern mode, there is no Section Length
in the Song. The recording of each Track is analogous to a multitrack tape machine. Here the available „Record Types“ are of great
importance. There is the choice to Replace any existing recording on
a Track when re-recording, or supplement it by a further recording

There are also extensive post-processing options available besides
all those common settings. For instance, the quantisation mentioned
above. If you made a recording without quantisation, but are not
satisfied with the timing of some notes: it‘s easy to correct them.
You can place each note exactly where it belongs. Of course, this is
not limited to the starting point - the note length can be influenced,

(Overdub). If you have made a mistake you can be selectively

too. The detailed possibilities to influence the events are of course

choose an area (eg a bar) inside the Track, where the recording

also available for other recorded events, such as controller data. For

is automatically started and stopped again with „Punch“. You can

example, you can correct a misplaced pitch bending without having

start playing before the punch-in marker, since the recording takes

to repeat the entire recording of a Track. However, it is somewhat

place only within the specified limits. Recordings that fit well into a

more time-consuming to post-edit data-intensive controllers, so you

exact time grid and perhaps should follow a very precise timing can

should decide case by case whether you edit or re-record.
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to the Tracks 1-8 or 9-16, depending on which Track is enabled via
the [TRACK] button. The full extent of the Mixing can be entered with
the [MIXING] button.
Here, you can conveniently select sounds and adjust effects, edit and
set the panorama position of a Track. It is even possible to enter the
Voice Edit mode, where you have access to all parameters of a Voice.
If at this point you like to adjust a Voice for the needs of that special
Song only, you can store it as a so-called Mixing Voice. Each Mixing
contains 16 slots for Mixing Voices. These Voices do not burden the
„normal“ user memory, and they are quickly accessible from within
the Mixing. Even if you, for example, want to compare them during
your session with a different Voice from the User or Preset memory.
All parameters and values set in the Mixing are saved with the Song.
To facilitate the overview, you can use the so-called ViewFilter to
specifically hide notes or certain types of events. So you can focus

In Detail: The Mixing Mode

on the event type you are trying to edit.

Each Song has its own Mixing settings that are invoked along with
the Song. The most important Mixing settings such as volume, pan,
and effect sends, as described above, are available in the form of a
mixing desk from the Play mode. Even the Knob settings are effective
in the Mixing mode. The other Mixing parameters are accessible
from within the Edit mode.
The COMMON EDIT button selects the COMMON Part, in which the

Once you have invested time and creativity it‘s - like always - advisable
to store the current state. Simply press the [STORE] button. The Song
thus stored is retained even after switching off the instrument. Those
who want to be more careful with their time-consumingly acquired
results also save the current state in an ALL file on a USB stick and
secure its contents on a computer or alternative storage media.

following settings are summarized:
Various global settings [GENERAL]
Master Equalizer [MEQ]
Master Effect [MEF]
Controller Assignment [CTLASN]
Audio-In Part [AUDIO IN]

Fix it, then mix it

Effects [EFFECT]

During recording, you have a very convenient access to the volume

Use the number buttons 1-16 to select the Parts 1-16 in the Mixing

of the Parts by using the eight Faders. The Faders are either assigned

Edit mode. For each Part an extensive rich set of parameters is
available, identical to the Parts of a Performance. The Mixing settings
become integral parts of Songs and Patterns by performing a Mixing
Store.
With the Mixing Job [F5] (TEMPLATE) all current Mixing settings
of a Song or Pattern are stored [SF5] (PUT) in a Template, which
can be retrieved for any other Song or Pattern using [SF4] (GET).
In this way, Mixing setups can be copied quickly and comfortably
between Songs and Patterns. The Templates are even retained after
switching off the instrument. The Mixing Job [F3] (Copy) - [SF3] (Perf)
copies the complete settings of a Performance to the corresponding
Mixing Parts (Common + Parts 1 to 4). The Arpeggio settings of
Performance Parts are just as much copied as the assignments of the
Arpeggios to the sub-function buttons [SF1] - [SF5] (ARP1 - ARP5).
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Songs in the S70/90 XS
The procedures described above can be basically performed in

• In the Mixing Edit mode (ARP1 – ARP5)

the MOTIF XS/XF and in the MOX/MOXF. There are only small

• In the Song Record mode – [F2] (Arpeggio) (ARP1 – ARP5)

deviations between the MOTIF and MOX series, which are merely

• In the Song Play mode (Scene 1 – Scene 5)

due to the different user interface. As already mentioned, there is
no sequencer in the S-series that allows a Pattern or Song oriented

The latter possibility (the Song Play mode) requires an additional

recording. But, for years now you get free a version of Cubase AI

procedure after „Performance Copy“, that stores ARP1 - ARP5 as

to each instrument from Yamaha‘s series of synthesizers. Due to the

Scenes 1-5. Here are the steps to accomplish this:

excellent integration of Yamaha instruments with Cubase by using

• SONG – RECORD (= Standby mode)
• [F2] (Arpeggio): Select [SF1] (ARP1)
• [F1] (Setup): Hold the [STORE] button+ [SF1] (Scene 1)
• „Scene stored“ is shown in the display
• [F2] (Arpeggio): Select [SF12] (ARP2)

the free Yamaha editors, you can use the S70/90 XS to produce
Songs, too. After installing the drivers and software on a Mac or PC,
you can connect the instrument via USB to your computer to establish
MIDI connections in both directions. The S70/90 XS replaces the
Song and Pattern Mixings of the MOTIF series (64 memories each)
with 128 Multis. Use the editor to select the Voices you want to use
in your Multi. Each Voice is given a separate MIDI channel and

• [F1] (Setup): Hold the [STORE] button + [SF12] (Scene 2)
• „Scene stored“ is shown in the display
• Repeat these steps for ARP 3 – 5

a corresponding Track in Cubase. This sets you in a position to
work out your recording in principle as described above. With the
difference that the sound generation takes place in the instrument
and the sequencer is available as software on the computer.

In Detail: Mixing Voices
In Songs and Patterns up to 16 Mixing Voices can be stored. Up
to 256 Mixing Voices can be managed in total. Mixing Voices are
Normal Voices that are not stored in the User Voice Banks, but are
an integral part of the Song or Pattern and are stored together with
them. This feature enables the simultaneous processing of up to 16
Voices of a Song or Pattern with all Voice parameters, ie with „Full
Edit“! Mixing Voices can be generated from Normal Voices only,
Drum Voices or Sample Voices can not be stored as Mixing Voices.
The 8-Zone Drum Voices are the exception to that rule, since these
are Normal Voices, in which the eight Elements are used to render

It is also possible to start a Song production with a Performance
as the starting point on the S70/90 XS. In the Music Production
Guides 12-2010 to 02-2011 a three-part workshop describes the
Song production using Arpeggios in conjunction with Cubase. For
the playback of Songs created in this kind of way, the S70/90 XS
offers the so-called Sequence Play mode. Beyond the simple
playback function a comprehensive „Chain“ features 100 steps
to bring commands in a useful order, which corresponds to the
timing of the planned performance. These steps load Multis, their
corresponding Songs, or execute control commands. Even audio
files can be integrated and played in the chain.

drum sounds. They are some sort of miniature Drum Kits. So if you
need special drum sounds for a Song or Pattern, you should focus

Summary

on these Voices. If you don‘t find the appropriate drum sound in

This ninth part of the Yamaha Synth Guide completes this series. With

one of these Voices, simply select another „Wave Number“ from

an instrument of the MOTIF family you have a versatile workstation

[F1] Oscillator to select any drum sound for the active Element.

with almost limitless potential for creativity at your hands. Whether

As already mentioned, you can edit multiple Mixing Voices

you prefer to work exclusively on the instrument or in conjunction

simultaneously. So you do not necessarily have to [STORE] your

with a computer - anything is possible. Those who prefer sonic

settings when you want to leave the Mixing Voice Edit mode to switch

experiments have the possibility - again with or without software

to a different Part. However, you should store all edited Mixing Voices

support - to use the synthesizer and its high-resolution parametrics

before choosing another Song or changing to a different mode.

as a powerful tool for creative sound design.
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We hope that we have succeeded to cover the most important
features with the Yamaha Synth Guide. We were trying to keep a
balance between a manageable scope and detail. Soon all nine
parts are summarized in a complete Yamaha Synth Guide that
will be available as a single PDF. We will let you know in the next
Music Production Guide and provide the download link. For
questions and comments about the Yamaha Synth Guide we have
set up an e-mail address:
ysg@hape13.de
We look forward to your feedback and remain yours
Peter Krischker & Hans-Peter Henkel

The Authors
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Hans-Peter Henkel (alias hape13)

Works for Yamaha since 1991 as a sound designer and
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D TX50 2 Wor k s h op –
Ba sics 1
C reate your o w n D ru m Kits w ith
interna l sounds a nd externa l
S ampl e s

The DTX502 module features 691 drum & percussion

The included Drum Kits are marked with „P“ for Preset, while

and 128 keyboard sounds. These sounds can be freely

the User Kits begin with an „U“. In my case, I select the Kit

assigned to the Pads to create your own Drum Kits.

„60:User Kit“.

In addition, you have the option to load 20 of your
custom sounds into the module using a software. In this
workshop I will show you how to program your Drum
Kits, edit sounds and mix your new Drum Kit.

Preparing a new Drum Kit
First I want to create a new Drum Kit. So I press the „KIT“
button and use the dial to select an empty User Drum Kit.

Selecting sounds
I press the right cursor key (arrow key) to enter the setup menu of
the selected Kit.

In the top right of the display the currently selected Trigger Channel
is displayed. It can be changed by simply hitting the desired Pad the module then changes the Trigger Channel. Just hit Tom 1 and
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the appropriate Trigger Channel appears at the top of the display

In further menus, you can adjust the Volume and set the position in

and can be edited directly.

the stereo panorama.

The sound that is assigned to the Trigger Channel starts with a letter
and a number. The letter stands as a symbol for the sound category
and the number for the selected sound of that category. The name
of the sound itself is displayed to the right of it. Now you can first
select a category and then the sound. To do this, select the desired
parameter with the cursor keys (arrow keys). The selected parameter
value flashes and can be changed with the dial.
K = Kicks (Bass Drums)

Editing the Trigger Zones
The Snare and the Cymbal Pads each feature three zones.

S = Snare (Snare Drums)
T = Tom (hanging & floor toms)
C = Cymbals (cymbals)
H = Hi-Hat (Hi-Hat Cymbals)
P = Percussion (Cowbell & Co)
E = Electronic (various electronic sounds)
W = Wave (Sample memory for your own sounds)
So you can put quite a different sound on the Snare for example.
Just hit the Snare Pad, highlight the letter by using the cursor keys,
and select another category , eg „P“ for Percussion.

Even the PCY-100 as Hi-Hat has three zones! So if you don‘t want
to change the entire Pad, but only a single Trigger Zone, you must

Editing Sounds
But selecting another sound is not the end, the real fun starts here!
You can adjust each sound in detail. Press the cursor button to the
right to go to further setting menus. For example the Tuning menu.

first switch to another menu. To do so, press the buttons „SHIFT“
and „SAVE / ENTER“ simultaneously (Menu). This takes you to the
main menu of the DTX502 module. Use the dial to select the menu
„KitVoice“.

Here you can adjust the pitch of the sound. Increase the parameter
for the Snare and you will immediately hear the difference when you
hit the Pad.

Now press the right cursor to enter the next submenu. Hit the certain
Zone of the Pad you‘d like to change, for example, the cup of the
In the next menu, you can dampen a drum. This is also called
Muffling.

Ride Cymbal.
The Trigger Channel of this Zone is then displayed in the menu.
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Now select a different sound. How about a cowbell or another

the software are shown on the following download page. Double

percussion sound? By doing so you have the normal Ride Cymbal

click on the downloaded program to start the installation and follow

on the other Zones and a great percussion sound in the middle. If
you continue to scroll through the next menus with the cursor keys,
you will enter the Decay menu. This value is important for changing
the length of the sound, for example of a Tom. Some Toms sound a
long time. This may lead to problems in some rooms. Change the
Decay value and make your Toms sound shorter. The Decay value

the onscreen instructions. After installing, MusicSoft Downloader is
added to your programs menu and a shortcut is created on your
desktop.
You will also find a good user‘s guide, the „DTX502 Reference
Manual“ on Yamaha‘s download page. Among other things this
guide explains how to connect your module to the computer and
load Samples or MIDI files into the DTX502.

is also very useful to change the sound of the closed Hi-Hat. Just try
some values and explore the differences.

For Mac users
(iPhone & iPad)
Install the App „MusicSoft“ from the iTunes Store on your iOS device.

Don‘t forget to save...
If you have made some settings, you should save your work from
time to time. Press the „SAVE / ENTER“ button. The module will then
ask you on which memory you want to store your Kit. You can change
the Kit number by using the dial. If you use the cursor buttons to go

Now you can use iTunes to load data (Samples, MIDI files) onto your
iPad or iPhone. There is a practical cable for the connection of your
iOS device with the DTX502 module, the Yamaha i-UX1.

to the right, you can also enter a name for your Kit. The default is
„User Kit“, but you can change each letter with the dial. Confirm your
name entry by pressing the „SAVE / ENTER“ button. The module asks
again to see if you are sure - press „SAVE / ENTER“ again to actually
execute the storing operation.
Use this cable to connect the two devices and transfer the data into

MusicSoft Downloader
There is a free software for the PC and an App for iPhone or iPad.
This software allows you to load data into the DTX502 module.
For instance MIDI files in standard format 0 or your own sounds
(Samples) in WAV or AIFF. The application is really simple to use.

the module.

Finally..
...have fun with the new DTX502 series and with creating your own
Drum Kits. Be creative!
Yours Ralf Mersch

For Windo ws users
First download the installer for the MusicSoft Downloader from the
following website:
http://download.yamaha.com/
Enter „DTX502“ in the model name field and select the MusicSoft
Downloader from the list. The minimum system requirements for
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DT X400 TOUCH AP P edit all settings fro m one app l ica tion!
Using this App you can easily edit the parameters of

DTX400. Just follow the instructions on the screen. After the update

your DTX400 module. With the help of your iPhone

the App starts normally and you can begin to edit the settings of

or your iPad, you can tune your drums or even adjust

your DTX400.

complex settings, such as the velocity values.

First, think of the Drum Kit that you want to change. The LED display
on the DTX400 reflects the change of the settings when you select a

Download the free App from the iTunes store onto your iPad or
iPhone. You need a MIDI connection for this App, for example by

different Drum Kit. In the App press the button „Edit Kit“. Then simply

using the Yamaha i-UX1. Use the i-UX1 to connect your iPhone/

hit the Pad you want to edit - the App will show you the selected Pad

iPad with the USB port of the DTX400. Now when you start the Touch

in real time.

App, initially a message indicates that you need to update your
If you press the „Settings“ button in the App, you can make many
more settings - feel free to try them all out. For example, tune the
snare drum or select another sound.
All the settings are retained even if you disconnect your iPad/iPhone
from the DTX400. Of course, you can also initialize all the settings.
With the new DTX400 Touch App you can create your own Drum Kit
The Yamaha i-UX1 connects your iOS device with the DTX400

in no time!
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Music Production G uides –
compl ete a rch ive on l ine

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all
previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from
everywhere you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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Y a mah a -Goodie :
MX49/ M X 6 1
Performa nce Kit

With the „Performance Kit“ there is free additional, yet high-quality
content available for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced by Yamaha
Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS and consists of the
following components:
• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB (drum
loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, and
atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios
To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the
keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete you will receive an
e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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MOX „S ound & G roove Kit “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets for MOX
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Y amah a CP 1 Artist P erfor m a nces
A free soundset available in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music
Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
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MOTI F X F
F lash Mem ory
C ontent

Yamaha

third

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr.

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be

party software vendors to offer

Peter Jung (Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is

requested by sending an e-mail containing

an extensive amount of free and

based on recordings that were created over

optional Flash Memory content for

the past five years with the participation

registered MOTIF XF users.

of

The

flash

is

working

memory

with

content

package

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first
stock for a sample-library of up to 2 GB for
the non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF
XF. This content package contains three new
User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,
458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits.
It focusses on the sound categories piano,

two

well-known

Central

European

symphony orchestras.
The recorded sounds are very lively
and authentic. Some feature delicate
impressions of „disturbances“ that are
typical for strings, such as the sound of
slightly hitting the instrument body with the
bow. All recordings were digitally processed
on PCs, collaborating with well-known
sound designers.

organ, brass & reeds, pads, synths, oriental
instruments and drums.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice
bank also contains sounds of categories

These Voice Banks can be individually
loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the
MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is
installed.

like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acoustic
Piano, and Electric Piano.
To be able to load the complete All-file a
Flash Expansion Memory Module (512 MB

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features

or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices can also

128 User Voices, 34 User Waveforms and

be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the

336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

the keywords „MOTIF XF Inspiration &
Symphonic“ to:
xfgoodies@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and
a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MOTI F X S :
Europea n Loya l ty P rogr a m a nd
Orient a l S oundset
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains
the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and new choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic samples of oriental
musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient and
whatever you can imagine.
To register for the Loyalty program and the Oriental Soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
xsgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link
where the file can be downloaded.

S 90 XS / S 7 0 X S:
S oundpa c k a ge
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder-Voices
• The WAVpool contains 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MOTI F -R A CK X S :
S ound & Infopa c k a ge
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive
guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
mrxsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

S 90 E S, M O T IF-RA C K E S , M O 6/ M O 8 :
S ound & Infopa c k a ge
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and
other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
popxpanded@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

T E NOR I-O N :
Europea n Voice & S a m p l e b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & Samplebank“ to all
Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
tenorion@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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F ree D ru m k its
for DTX 9 0 0 & D T XT R E M E I I I
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit:
http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/
Go to the Downloads and enter the name of your model (for instance DTX900).
O ce a n Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way
(Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F ree D ru m k its
for th e D T X -M U L T I 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DTX- MU L T I 12 S oundset:
„ Orienta l Percussion “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds from the DTX and
MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any
musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with the
best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned
to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on
behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion
instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and
many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen,
Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers.
Right now his band is working on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production of an electro-acousticoriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his own music
productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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F ree T utoria l D V D
for MO T IF X S / X F U sers
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all
registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music
production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics
like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and
much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the
keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubase A I T utori a l V ideos
for registered users
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included
– for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good
reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music
production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end
studios not very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23
videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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Option a l sound sets for
MOTI F-S eries / S - S eries / M O
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic Stepz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for
dance, trance, pop, and electronic. Phat
leads & synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack
Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Electric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high
dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and
musical sound effects

„Ph at Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It
contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects,
spacy synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads,
and analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperience“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different
recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios,
and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Imprint & furth er Lin k s

Important websites
for MOTIF users
Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers

Yamaha
Music Production Guide

including a comprehensive download section

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production

http://www.yamahasynth.com/

product series and Computer Music Instruments

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

Published by

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

EASY SOUNDS

American MOTIF support website including message

Peter Krischker

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“

Am Langberg 97 A

downloads

D-21033 Hamburg

http://www.motifator.com/

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

in cooperation with

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

http://www.easysounds.de

Siemensstraße 43

John Melas MOTIF Site

D-25462 Rellingen

Editor softwares for the MOTIF series

Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

Music Production Guide
History

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and

You can download all English editions already

recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the
EASY SOUNDS website:
http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides_E.zip

around

Yamaha

synthesizers

of

the

MOTIF

series,

S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles about

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music
Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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